
 

OFFRE DE SVE EN ITALIE 

 

LIEU : Massa Lubrense, NA, South Italy 

DATE : from 01/04/2015 to 01/12/2015 (8 months) 

ORGANISME : M.A.R.E – Marine Adventures Respecting Environment 

THEME : Marine conservation – Ecotourism – Environmental education  

 

The project is for people that loves nature and sea sports, that wants to enjoy an experience far from 

the city, where there is just few people living in spring and autumn and a lot of tourists during 

summer. The Park would like to host people who are interested in marine environment and who have 

a passion for environmental conservation. This project is particularly suitable for youth who have a 

penchant for nautical activities as boating; and for those who love marine sports as canoeing, 

snorkelling, and swimming.  

 

DUTIES 

All volunteers' mansions will help the Park's staff in the fields of: 

- promotion and support to the Park's activities of sustainable tourism, as the tours of sea observation 

(snorkelling, canoeing) offered to tourists 

- educational activities related to environmental conservation  

- environmental monitoring, as spotting violations to the Park'regulations, and regular shift activity 

- environmental protection, as coordination in the Clean Up Days, waste-collecting tours on the Park's 

powerboat 

- collecting datas about local traditional fishing. 

- saving and curing endangered sea tutles 

- producing a monthly newspaper about activities  

 

REQUIREMENTS: Volunteers should be 18 years old and over, fit, healthy and capable of carrying out 

manual work in all conditions in a hot climate. No specific skills are needed, but those with previous 

experience of sea monitoring, conservation work, community development projects etc. would be 

particularly useful, as well as those who are self-motivated, as you will get more out of the project if 

you are. We are also looking for volunteers who can take their own initiative, and who don't always 

need to be told what to do, and who work well in a team. The project will especially appeal to those 

with an interest in marine biology. Anyone with additional skills, such as arts and creativity, 

languages and education are especially welcome. 

 

MOST RELEVANT TOPICS - The main topics promoted by the project are: active citizenship, 

volunteering and social inclusion of the youth, raising awareness about environmental 

protection, healthy and active lifestyle, eco-sustainable tourism. 

 
If you are interested in this project, please send your CV and motivation letter 

to sve@cidj.com as soon as possible 


